
The magic of Clubshop’s fe-
Commerce leverage effect
We said that to gain the right to earn income from thousands
of people worldwide, you don’t need to invite anyone to join
or invest anything. You automatically earn this right when you
purchase  at  any  of  Clubshop  Mall’s  retailers  and  earn
cashback, even from just a single purchase in a month.

It’s more than fair. Isn’t it?

Your success keys:
Support our Ethical & Fair vendors generously.

If, per what we just repeated above, you are not obliged to
invite anybody to get the right to earn an income from your
Clubshop Mall’s Global Market, how can you even have someone
in your Clubshop’s Global Market?

Well, again, we trust in people’s common sense. Let’s say, for
any reason, you don’t want to invite anybody to join our Fair
& Ethical movement. No problem!

Our exclusive and proven TNT (Taproot Networking Technique)
works for you.

Statistically, it’s proven that ordinary people naturally tend
to use their common sense positively.

For  example,  if  you  know,  because  you  personally  did  the
experience,  that  thanks  to  the  Clubshop  fe-Commerce  eco-
system, you’re saving money on your usual shopping, would you
keep it secret?

Don’t you think that if you’re positively amazed by the money
you  saved,  you  would  naturally  tell  that  your  spouse,
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siblings, closest friends, or whoever is still wasting money
because they don’t know fe-Commerce yet?

Well, maybe you want to keep the secret for who knows what
reason.  And  it’s  fine.  But,  even  tough,  two  things  will
happen:

FREE  Spontaneous  Duplication:  Statistically,  other1.
people who form part of your same Clubshop’s TNT Global
Market will undoubtedly inform others about FREE fe-
Commerce, either by word of mouth or by marketing the
fe-Commerce concept online or offline. And, once new
incoming people are aware of the same FREE fe-Commerce
privileges because they personally did the experience,
they’ll tend to use their common sense too. That is
enough for you to rapidly see the expansion of your
global market thanks to our exclusive TNT.
VIPs contribution: Clubshop Vested Income Partners or2.
VIPs are those Clubshop Members who not only want to be
“active” Members but also want to operate in a more
professional  way  to  help  the  fe-Commerce  movement
development  because  they  love  Clubshop’s  fe-Commerce
concept and mission. So every Clubshop Member, at any
time, can decide to purchase a Global Partner System
(GPS)  subscription,  to  instantly  get  the  Clubshop’s
exclusive  turnkey  Marketing  and  CRM  Platform  that
provide them with all the advanced tool they need to
operate professionally but with the minimum effort to
build even faster their and other people’s FREE Global
Market. It means that all the results VIPs generates
thanks to their work with the GPS, will contribute to
expand also YOUR TNT FREE Global Market. VIPs have a
great additional incentive in helping you, because they
also have the right to earn an additional income stream
called “Leadership Income.” If you want to know what
this leadership income looks like, please see the VIP
Compensation Plan.
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Team spirit at work: The powerful 1% of
100 other people’s efforts concept.
If there Is no walk, there is no perception of the things
that need to be done. 

Infinite Intelligence, 5/1/2013 at 6.33.

Let’s say your goal is to achieve the goal we’re often giving
as a practical example: to tap into a FREE Global Market of
10,000 consumers who earn cashback and other savings on their
regular  shopping.  Forecast,  they’ll  generate  a  $1  monthly
average commission for you.

Suppose you had to create a 10,000-people’s market with 100%
of your effort.

In that case, you should invest, risk and lose loads of money
in marketing and advertising, plus an infinite amount of time
to learn about marketing and advertising and then to put in
practice what you learned.

Odds are you would not even start.

Now see the next lesson to understand the compounding effect
generated  by  the  spontaneous  action  of  140  satisfied  fe-
Commerce consumers and its effect on your income.


